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Re: [nicapresearch] To our Down Under colleagues Close Fullscreen 

11/21/16From: Keith Basterfield keithbasterfield@yahoo.com.au [nic…

Hi V-J,

I contacted Bryan Dickison, who lives in Sydney. Turns out his parents investigated the photos. 

Here is the text of Bryan's email to me.

"Motunau Case: If I remember correctly, the original photo appeared in a Christchurch newspaper back-to-front.  My parents 

contacted the witnesses involved, in person, soon after it was published (they phoned the paper, liaised, then drove about 160km 

there and back, to near Kaikoura). The "witnesses" had been taking photos/slides of their fishing boat taking to sea on the tide. 

Unfortunately, that particular tide-turning occurred just before dawn, so the few pix/slides taken were very dark with few details 

of the boat itself, and a bright, streaky dawn sky. They did not actually "see" any object themselves.

The Motunau image was noticed as a very, very bright "circlet of doubled-up spots, viewed side on" on one of these dark slides -- 

they would otherwise have thrown away all of the slides (the "spots" were first noted when viewed on a hand-held slide viewer, 

then projected onto a full screen for a close-up view). The image is actually quite a small part of the original slide.

My father (once a professional photographer) first checked ALL the slides, then borrowed the only one, original slide with the 

'spots' image.  He made several copies/prints of this original (before returning it to the witnesses). He took a series of 'contact 

prints' to capture as much of the fine detail on the slide as possible, plus a series of enlargements of the slide and the "spots" in 

question -- you can actually make out individual exposed grains of silver/gelatine in many cases.  Dr. Bruce Maccabbee (USA) 

later got copies of my parents' photographic material for his assessment of the material, which has been much publicised 

elsewhere.

I have a folder of my parent's material which includes enlargements of the Motunau image and the subsequent correspondence 


